ERASMUS+ PROJECT
Istituto Paritario Galileo Galilei – École La Mache

Object: 1st exchange, sportive section.
Objectives: to promote an indiscriminate knowledge of each other
through sport activities, to learn basic lexicon of human body.
Length of activities: around 4 hours.

1st part: warm-up activities
Length: around 30 minutes.
Instructions: each student have to move in the available space in the direction that he
prefers, without clashing whit other students and following the directions that the
group leader give.
• Walk forward

• Walk backward

• Lateral movement on forefoot
• Lateral movement on the heel
• Run forward and backward

• Step skipped: start whit pushing you with your foot, then put all two of them
on the ground and then push with the other one

• Run leaps: first start running, then when you want jump high while running

• Run kicking behind: lead alternately your feet to your bottom, while running

• Run doing skip: take alternately your knees to the chest and run

• Run kicking behind using only one leg

At the signal of the group leader the students have to interrupt the exercises and
create some groups with a number of members equal to the indications that they
received, cooperating to realize different shape:







A circle;
A rectangle using only legs;
An hexagon using all the body;
A star staying “back to back”;
The letter “R”;
The word “Ciao”.

 After the warm-up, let’s have some stretching exercises
Lower Limb Exercises
EXERCISE 1
1. Starting position.
2. With a little movement raise the right leg forward, trying to grab it with your left
hand.
3. With a little movement raise the left leg forward, trying to grab it with your right
hand.

EXERCISE 2
1. Starting position.
2. Take your knees and try to draw a circle by turning to the right moving only legs.
3. Take your knees and try to draw a circle by turning to the left moving only legs.

EXERCISE 3
1. Starting position.
2. With your back straight and the catch basin, try to make an imaginary circle with
the ankle using before the left leg and then the right one.

Pelvis and Trunk Exercises
EXERCISE 1
1. Open the arms, take behind the shoulders and close the shoulders blade.
2. Rotate on the axis of barycenter.

EXERCISE 2
1. Bend the back to form an angle of 90 degrees.
2. Rotate on and try to touch with a hand the tip of foot. (Head follow it)
3. Do the movement with the other arm in the opposite direction. (Head follow it)
4. Alternate the movement.

EXERCISE 3
1. Open the legs and turn the body with the feet in the same direction.
2. Bend the back and try to touch with the hands the tip of foot.
3. Turn the body and the feet to the other side.

Shoulders and Arms Exercises
EXERCISE 1
1. Close the arm and hold him to the height of the shoulder.
2. Help the movement with the “free hand”.

EXERCISE 2
1. Open the arms with the palms of hands turn in the opposite direction of the floor.
2. Describe circles with the movement of arms.

2nd part: development of a game to form six teams in a random way for a
volleyball tournament
Length: around 30 minutes.
Instructions:
 All the students are divided into 4 groups, positioned on the 4 corners of the
gymnasium.
 Each student does a relay race course, arriving at the center of the gymnasium,
when he picks a paper with a secret name: it will be the name of his team for
the volleyball tournament. (first arrow).
 Then the student return and “give a high five” to the next student (second
arrow), and finally goes to the station having his number (third arrow).
Example
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4
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3rd part: group exercises about volleyball sites
Length: about 30 minutes.
Instructions: The six teams will play in the six half of the gymnasium rotating every 5
minutes.

1. Set’s exercises for small groups
a. High sets with movement of the players: A and B to a side, C in front of
them at a distance of 3 metres.
A do an high set for B and
moves behind B, B do an high
set for C and move behind C, C
do an high set for A and move
behind A and so on. For slow
down the game and improve
the precision you can insert 2
or 3 sets control before passing.
The first set has always to start
from the side that have two players.
b. High, long and short sets without movement of the players: three players
dispose themselves in a straight
line distant each other about 3
metres. A sets for B, B sets for
A that sets for C, C sets for A
and so on. After six sets of C
the three players rotate their
position in a clockwise way.

2. “Flea’s game” Each group choose a student that will be the “flea”, and that
will try to be not “stamped”, escaping in the available space. The remaining
players, passing themselves the ball, will try to touch the “flea” with it,
following these rules:
a. Is not possible to throw the ball on the “flea”;
b. Is not possible running or walking with the ball;
c. Is not possible holding the “flea”.
d. Who touch the “flea” with the ball become the “new flea”.
3. Set’s exercises in small groups of 3-4 players
a. Angulated sets in groups of three players with a “support”: the three
players are arranged in a
triangle distant each other
about 2-3 metres. A do an
high set for B, B do an
high set for A, A do an
high set for C, that do an
high set for A and so on.
Turn the body, taking care
to be pointing in the
direction in which you
want to pass the ball. After
ten sets of C the three players rotate their position in a clockwise way.
b. Overturned sets without movement of the players: the three players are
in a straight line at a
distance of about 2-3
metres. A sets for B, B do
an overturned set for C, C
do a long set for A. After
six sets of C the three
players
rotate
their
position in a clockwise
way.
4. “Tails’ game” Each member of the group has to attach a coloured foulard
behind, like a tail. The students, divided in couples, try to steal the tail each
other, escaping in the available space. Possible variation: each group forms two
teams of two different colours. The objective is to steal most tails as possible in
a minute.

5. Serve and reception in a track Three players (A, B and C alternately) do a
serve to player D. D do a bagher
or a set to player E, that set
player F. Once finished the three
serves, A, B, and C change their
positions with D, E and F. So on
until all the players have
fulfilled all the positions.

6. 1vs1 in rotation Each group divide itself in small groups of three or four
players. A student at a time
enter into the field and send the
ball in the opponent one by a
set or a bagher: after that he
goes out of the field leaving the
position to the next. Your team
gain a point when the ball
touch the opponent field.
Possible variation: the ball can
touch the opponent field for a
rebound. Possible variation: the player can do a control set.

4th part: volleyball tournament
Lenght: around an hour and a half.
Instructions: the game ends when a team arrives at 15 points.
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